
 
Basic functions. 
 

 
MOXIS 

Professional Cloud 
MOXIS 

Enterprise Cloud 
MOXIS 

Enterprise On-Prem 

QES signatures incl. 30 per user/month 30 per user/month 30 per user/month 

SES signatures incl. 60 per user/month 120 per user/month 120 per user/month 

eIDAS signatures (issued by A-Trust)    

eIDAS signatures (issued by D-TRUST) optional optional optional 

eIDAS seal (signature with own company 
seal – legal entity) 

XiTrust company 
seal only 

optional optional 

ZertES signatures (qualified signature 
according to Swiss law) 

optional optional optional 

austrian official seal X optional optional 

compatibility with other signature 
solutions (according to PDF standard)    

configurable signature workflows through 
parallel and sequential decision levels    

templates for recurring signature jobs    

drafts (saving a draft job for sending at a 
later time)    

enclose attachments (additional 
documents not to be signed)    

co-sign attachments    



NEW: form field toolbox (attach, assign 
and/or fill form fields)    

individual job description    

configurable job expiration date    

batch signature (sign or approve (QES/SES) 
up to 100 job with only one signature)    

create jobs in batch X configurable configurable 

remarks function for job rejection    

rejection function (integrated into the 
document)    

on-site signature (having recipients sign 
documents directly by means of a QR code)    

personal address book for inviting external 
signatories    

SMS authentication for access to 
documents (signatory and additional 
recipients) 

configurable configurable configurable 

download service for external signatories 
and additional recipients    

invite additional signers as recipients 
(MOXIS team users can invite additional 
persons in the process) 

X   

validation process in real time (ability to 
review the status of the signature process 
at any time) 

   

administrator functions for interal user 
administration    



administrator process management 
(individual process configuration in admin 
UI) 

X   

role concept (assignment of the basic roles 
like administrator or user)    

extended role concept (assignment of 
various additional roles) X   

representative concept (transfer of 
temporary authorizations for deputizing 
purposes) 

   

observer concept (invitation to solely 
observe the signature process)    

intelligent placeholder concept    

flexible und responsive placeholder 
visualization    

expanded group functions 
restricted to group 

placeholders   

approval by password (additional password 
protection for simple approvals) X configurable configurable 

automatic delivery to all recipients upon 
job completion 

X configurable configurable 

additional recipients of the signed 
document    

individual signature visualization for 
external signers (drawing a signature, 
upload of personal visual signature image, 
automatically generated lettering of the 
name) 

   

NEW: capture of biometric signature 
features for external signatories X configurable configurable 



possibility of defining different signature 
profiles (drawing or uploading of personal 
visual signature image, configuration of 
date, time etc.) 

   

messaging function (individual messaging 
configuration options on the order status 
for constituents and recipients) 

   

optional 2-factor authentication at system 
login  configurable configurable 

multiple visualization in documents    

audit trail (exportable documentation of 
administrative activities and other 
processes, FDA 21 CFR Part 11 compliant) 

X optional optional 

multi-lingual UI by default (English, 
German)    

additional languages (French, Italian)  optional optional 

additional languages (Polish, Czech) X optional optional 
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